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File: mOP.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Fahreneigh 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:38:43 No.35565253 >>35565255 >>35565308 >>35565410 >>35567109 >>35567395 >>35580364 >>35581782

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th.

Why the name?
Fahreneigh 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund seems to be the popular one.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/p02Ph
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35543249 →

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:38:58 No.35565255 >>35565410 >>35565651 >>35565744 >>35567035 >>35567289 >>35567624 >>35567718 >>35569876 >>35570709 >>35571761 >>35571843 >>35572986 >>35573095 >>35573222 >>35574174
>>35574815 >>35574905 >>35575287 >>35575625 >>35575677 >>35575806 >>35576283 >>35576494 >>35576937 >>35576988 >>35578054 >>35580924 >>35581635 >>35581799 >>35582019 >>35582041
File: ASmallAnchorUUUU.jpg (35 KB, 284x300)

>>35565253 (OP)
Anchor.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:48:36 No.35565308 >>35565370 >>35565413 >>35566583 >>35570671 >>35572082 >>35576259 >>35578977 >>35579162
File: file.png (33 KB, 204x247)

>>35565253 (OP)
Also, anchor post for requests or art ideas.
We didnt have this last couple threads, but makes it so much easier to organize

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:49:16 No.35565313
File: 1591578784794.png (214 KB, 556x667)

I'll be honest Anons, despite a few doomers here and there, I've been having a lot of fun in this project so when it's complete, it's
going to be super nice.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)22:57:47 No.35565349

>>35564639 →
She looks great anon, I love the freckles and ultra smug look.

>>35564776 →
It's actually a really good vibe because Molly Tov is anarchist, meaning she'd be against any form of authority, communist or fascist.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:03:30 No.35565370 >>35565931 >>35581782
File: 4cc19124842d2d7d134e74c24(...).png (143 KB, 801x481)

>>35564044 →
one of them digging through the archives was me, maybe some history folder could be added to
the pack as a bonus?
>>35565308
also /r/ requesting a redraw/remaster of the 1st Aryanne picture for our dicks

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:06:01 No.35565381 >>35565388 >>35565401
File: suspicion.png (72 KB, 237x258)

but which one's the real ancor

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:07:20 No.35565388

>>35565381
The one with dubs obviously

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:09:52 No.35565401 >>35565447

>>35565381
The first one is the anchor for deliveries.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:11:32 No.35565410 >>35565414 >>35565419 >>35565624 >>35565887 >>35565891 >>35565931 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: Surfing Nazi's Must Neigh(...).png (1.91 MB, 1033x1351)

>>35565253 (OP)
>>35565255
Calling this done so I can spend more time on the other one. Link has a larger version.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvwrqtlzxuc.png

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:12:31 No.35565413

>>35565308
/r/ honestly, after spending an afternoon drawing Molly Tov, I'd love seeing Aryanne dominating Molly using a strapon

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:12:42 No.35565414 >>35567060

>>35565410
Damn that ended up looking amazing.

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:13:32 No.35565419 >>35567060

>>35565410
radical centrism my dude

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:20:33 No.35565447

>>35565401
yeah I'm retarded and can't read

 Anonymous 07/07/20(Tue)23:23:00 No.35565455
File: 0219_OAT_Lineart_monhrome(...).jpg (387 KB, 2000x2000)

Outstanding content. Very
impressive.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)00:09:58 No.35565624 >>35567060 >>35581782

>>35565410
10/10, nazi radicalism!

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)00:14:56 No.35565651 >>35565658 >>35565726 >>35565887 >>35565931 >>35576312
File: 0017-V3.webm (2.99 MB, 480x270)

>>35565255
I think it's done (can still make corrections if needed).
Where/who the hell do I send the not-overly-compressed-to-fit-inside-/mlp/-restrictions
file ?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)00:16:59 No.35565658 >>35565744

>>35565651
Toss it up on Catbox and link it to the anchor?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)00:31:16 No.35565726

>>35565651
https://smutty.horse

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)00:36:25 No.35565744 >>35567200

>>35565255
>>35565658
Here you go.
https://files.catbox.moe/4ehh7n.webm

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)01:03:46 No.35565877

>>35562942 →
plotcore is that you?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)01:05:15 No.35565887 >>35567060

>>35565410
>>35565651
these are dope

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)01:06:17 No.35565891 >>35567060

>>35565410
almost looks like she's surfing on a torpedo

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)01:18:02 No.35565931 >>35567060

>>35565410

Very powerful and awe inspiring. other contributors were taken aback at the sight. Much respect.

I would take Aryanne for the kind of pony to take a ride on a torpedo before boarding an enemy ship.

>>35565651

this also turned out very well. one of the best 3d models/animations ive seen of her in a while.

>>35565370

sounds like a nice suggestion.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:16:17 No.35566127 >>35566136
File: villains.png (694 KB, 2836x1371)

Li’l preview for what I’m working on

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:19:03 No.35566136

>>35566127
That look nice

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:48:48 No.35566227 >>35566230

How exactly do we edit and enter the artist gdoc? Having some complications here.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:49:21 No.35566230

>>35566227
I can edit it just fine. You using the link in the OP?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:53:27 No.35566247 >>35566251

Yeah, using the OP link but i'm on mobile, is that why? Should i switch over to my laptop for this?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:54:13 No.35566251

>>35566247
Yeah. If you want to edit sheets on mobile, you gotta download the stupid app, and fuck that noise.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:55:26 No.35566253 >>35566268

Lmao yeah, i thought it had something to do with mobile. Imma just contribute tons of Kirin fanart since they're the best.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)02:58:22 No.35566268
File: scoots.gif (457 KB, 500x384)

>>35566253
sick

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:01:53 No.35566287
File: pushing someone into the (...).jpg (1.05 MB, 2987x2397)

Enjoy some relevant old gold in the archives,
that no one ever capped
high quality version too big for 4chan
https://u.smutty.horse/lvwtmwzoesm.png

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:17:55 No.35566336 >>35566345 >>35566352

Is the artist gdoc blank for everyone else? What happened?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:19:38 No.35566345

>>35566336
Follow the updated link in the OP

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:22:06 No.35566352

>>35566336
someone accidentally posted it on another site so it was moved so cant be vandalized easily

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:24:34 No.35566357 >>35566512
File: ss+(2020-07-07+at+21.23.00).png (466 KB, 597x670)

they're a mod on the server too

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:25:48 No.35566360 >>35566372

I am, it just takes me right back here again.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:28:37 No.35566372

>>35566360
This is the new link https://derpy.me/p02Ph

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:30:10 No.35566379 >>35566411 >>35566416

I'm on laptop and can't click the link, when i right click and search it just loops around on itself.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:35:42 No.35566399

the direct link is in the other thread, maybe try a different browser

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:38:23 No.35566411

>>35566379
why are you replying without linking to a post?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:39:08 No.35566416

>>35566379
Not sure what you're talking about, but:
- derpy.me is stopped by certain antivirus suites for some stupid reason, so try disabling your antivirus. I know it at least does this for Avast.
- Why are you right-clicking and searching? Just put it in the address bar. It's a URL.

Also, make sure you actually reply to posts so people notice your replies.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)03:40:21 No.35566426

>>35562246 →

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)04:02:38 No.35566512 >>35566518

>>35566357
literally who?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)04:03:28 No.35566518

>>35566512
dunno just someone named aryanne on steam

 /r/ 07/08/20(Wed)04:18:53 No.35566583

>>35565308
From >>35566580 →
>Requesting the woke mob gathering to lynch Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)04:22:06 No.35566589 >>35566618 >>35566685 >>35566784

Great news, since they decided to restore this pic, we might be able to post the art pack on Derpi https://derpibooru.org/images/2363058

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)04:28:04 No.35566618
File: 1593644202956.jpg (2.85 MB, 4096x3088)

>>35566589
That reminds me, did the WIP based on
this ever get finished?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)04:44:11 No.35566685

>>35566589
Shame we were too late for the advertising

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)05:03:41 No.35566784 >>35566842

>>35566589
we were always going to be able to post it on derpy after the DNP anti censorship got through, pretty much none of the artpack is full 1488 gas the kikes so it would just show them that theyre pathetic if they ever censored it.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)05:15:38 No.35566842

>>35566784
you're talking about posting the cover with a link to the download/donate page, and not posting the whole thing, right?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:13:47 No.35567035 >>35567200

>>35565255
https://u.smutty.horse/lvwuccwqoag.png
last contribution to the pack was gonna shade it but its just been a total nightmare drawing this

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:22:01 No.35567060 >>35567126 >>35567361
File: cover wip.png (966 KB, 863x928)

>>35565419
>>35565414
>>35565624
>>35565891
>>35565887
>>35565931
Thanks, Anons.

Getting started on the cover collab. Talked to Mkog about it and I'm working off the edit that another Anon made.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:37:54 No.35567109

>>35565253 (OP)
two anchors, ships stable now bros

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:42:37 No.35567126 >>35567153

>>35567060
doing this a 3rd time?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:54:01 No.35567153 >>35567166

>>35567126
Yeah, Mkog asked me if I wanted to collab with him a while back when he made it. Collabs are great fun and lessen workload so it's always a win-win.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)06:58:11 No.35567166 >>35567194

>>35567153
>colab
oh so this is guna be the final versions of both then

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)07:06:18 No.35567194 >>35567361

>>35567166
Yeah, only there was a miscommunication because I'm retarded. I should have been working off the original. I can save what I have here as an alt though.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)07:07:11 No.35567200
File: 2324710.png (531 KB, 1280x720)

>>35565744
>>35567035
Reminder to artists: Please link your submissions in the "submissions" column of the artist sheet so
we know who did what.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)07:36:04 No.35567289 >>35567907 >>35571116 >>35571144 >>35571561 >>35571620 >>35572551 >>35572684 >>35576312
File: political horses.png (207 KB, 1050x500)

>>35565255
Alright I think this is the last thing I'm going to contribute with for the pack, Aryanne and friends.

 MKogwheel 07/08/20(Wed)08:07:39 No.35567361 >>35567362
File: cover pic updated sketch.png (2.32 MB, 3000x3000)

>>35567060
>>35567194
Yea, as good as the edit is, the pack should still be about the character
that's being censored

 MKogwheel 07/08/20(Wed)08:08:43 No.35567362

>>35567361
*the picture should

 Setophaga dominica 07/08/20(Wed)08:22:32 No.35567395 >>35567599 >>35568857 >>35572889
File: 4mb Dark temptation.jpg (326 KB, 1260x1008)

>>35565253 (OP)
Hey, it's the "fatchist" birdman here, and I'd like to see something special get into this pack.
While it's not Aryanne related, it is an important part of this Derpi drama. This image here is most of the reason why Woootmasa went mumbo jumbo of the mind.
So, it's kinda a historical artifact of this virtual race-war against him by... almost everyone. It was also removed from DB after a week, so it also fits in with the censorship theme. Funnily enough, Woot didn't report
the image, but he just removed the "Zebradom" tag I had on it instead?
This is the rawest file of the scan I could find:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvwvuuktijz.jpg

Also first for trad medium.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)09:37:44 No.35567599 >>35567656

>>35567395
Not sure if it fit, especially since he crave attention above anything else.
Rainbooru/Ponybooru would be happy to have that pic tho.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)09:48:07 No.35567624 >>35567663 >>35567670 >>35567678 >>35567684 >>35576312
File: Olympia.png (3.28 MB, 1488x1936)

>>35565255
>>35544434 →
Added colors

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:02:59 No.35567656

>>35567599
This. Fuck giving him victim fuel.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:08:25 No.35567663 >>35567670 >>35567902

>>35567624
To be honest it looks better without colours.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:13:06 No.35567670

>>35567624
>>35567663
I like it with colours

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:14:37 No.35567678

>>35567624
>Marelin, 1936, colorized.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:16:22 No.35567684

>>35567624
With colors looks beautiful and breathtaking.
/)

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:33:34 No.35567718 >>35567726 >>35567905 >>35567920 >>35567948 >>35567949 >>35568011 >>35568304 >>35570562 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: ywn be that fish on the b(...).png (1.14 MB, 1719x1793)

>>35565255
I did another Aryanne, it's a Beach episode

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)10:40:02 No.35567726

>>35567718
Lewd, I like it.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)11:42:28 No.35567902

>>35567663
its got appeal in both, because the b/w version is kind of like an old timey photo moment ud see. but the colors looks nice n gives it some pleasing warmth more like a painting

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)11:43:30 No.35567905

>>35567718
damn that's cute. and a bit ominous.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)11:44:12 No.35567907

>>35567289
love the group shot and veronikas face

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)11:48:20 No.35567920

>>35567718
And then she got tentacle raped super hard.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)12:00:15 No.35567948

>>35567718
I saw enough asiatic image animation to know where this is going...

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)12:00:30 No.35567949 >>35569046

>>35567718
I thought the crab was pinching her tongue.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)12:24:12 No.35568011 >>35568232

>>35567718
At least there's no rape Dolphins

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)13:51:31 No.35568232

>>35568011
Worse. Rape sharks are coming
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izWVCgFiteU [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)14:21:34 No.35568304

>>35567718
Tell me there'll be an explicit version.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:02:19 No.35568386 >>35568390 >>35568408 >>35568615 >>35568625 >>35568801 >>35575287
File: aryanne-pack.png (1.03 MB, 3840x2160)

Soon (TM)

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:03:38 No.35568390 >>35568615
File: IMG_20200704_233601_153[1].png (752 KB, 690x728)

>>35568386
parody of pic related

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:10:10 No.35568408 >>35568493
File: 1151473.png (479 KB, 1280x720)

>>35568386
>Franziska is an alicorn now
Knew she was going to break the natural
boundaries sooner or later

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:50:01 No.35568493 >>35568505 >>35568511

>>35568408
Shit I forgot I wasn't drawing Kyrie anymore

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:53:47 No.35568505

>>35568493
I say keep it like that, its funnier.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)15:54:55 No.35568511 >>35568615 >>35568788 >>35581782
File: 1438387282031.png (294 KB, 2308x2000)

>>35568493
>I wasn't drawing Kyrie anymore
I see her holding the barrel with her big plot. I like this image, you
will make a great job

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)16:30:41 No.35568615 >>35568788

>>35568386
>>35568511
Though one thing puzzles me, is she buried with her ass to air? Or is she position like that guy?>>35568390

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)16:34:47 No.35568625 >>35568788

>>35568386
Is the swastika mirrored on purpose?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)17:53:44 No.35568788 >>35569283

>>35568511
>>35568615
Actually that's Luftkrieg that's flipped upside down
She's not buried in the ground, just laying on her back but ass up

>>35568625
Yes, the swastika is the right way in my reference image that was showing Franziska's left flank, so I flipped it in my pic that's depicting her right flank.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)18:03:57 No.35568801

>>35568386
now THIS is what im looking forward too

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)18:33:15 No.35568857 >>35569040

>>35567395
Could maybe instead sketch out (considering time) a tubby filly luftkrieg or maybe tubby kyrie? I dont know if we have anything of kyrie yet actually.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)18:39:22 No.35568870
File: 114005.gif (969 KB, 500x281)

I realized last night that it might have been a good idea to put in the ad pre-release that artists should mark their interest in the artist doc so we dont accidentally contact people who already know about it/are doing
something but just dont have anything next to their name yet.

Oh well, something to remember for next time I guess.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)19:02:51 No.35568912 >>35568925

So is this due some mid 11th, or is 11:59pm on the 11th fine?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)19:05:53 No.35568925 >>35568932

>>35568912
Anytime on the 11th should be fine. We we're think of having another day or so as grace period anyway since the ad went out kind of late.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)19:08:22 No.35568932

>>35568925
That's good. Honestly. I'd have a "submission grace period" up to the 15th, even. It's not uncommon for art packs to get those because there's always those artists that run a little late.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)19:43:28 No.35569040

>>35568857
we do, the blep box has kyrie in it

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)19:44:45 No.35569046

>>35567949
it is, hes part of the gang up.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)20:46:28 No.35569283
File: tavi's butt.jpg (428 KB, 1467x844)

>>35568788
>so I flipped it in my pic that's
depicting her right flank.
Character symbol cutie marks
don't work like that.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)21:44:48 No.35569572 >>35569659 >>35569821 >>35569849 >>35570064 >>35570197

I know this request would be difficult but why not turn the whole derpibooru drama into a comic? With the story narrated by aryanne?
All this backstab, shitstorm and treason look like a fucking soap opera

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:03:57 No.35569659

>>35569572
That would be cool, i just ask one thing please have either aryanne or anon blast fake changeling derpis head with a shotgun.

 Clipper 07/08/20(Wed)22:28:43 No.35569821 >>35569890

>>35569572
>With the story narrated by Aryanne
If anyone can suggest a good voice for Aryanne and a useable source of audio material for said voice (preferably with a transcript as well), I can see about creating a dataset for her to use in the AI voice project.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:32:17 No.35569849

>>35569572
It was so anime-y I support this. We could have someone do the script, and then artists pick pages to draw.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:35:28 No.35569876 >>35569946 >>35570197 >>35581782
File: Ayranne take 3 with backg(...).png (315 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35565255

Not sure what you guys were looking for in a Fahreneigh submission but I drew an Aryanne for mlpol draw thread,
with you guys in mind.

I can do some edits if you need something written on her/somewhere on the background/background removed.
Just say the word.
If it's cool as is, feel free to slap it in, credit go to anonymous.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:36:59 No.35569890
File: 1585860990568.jpg (107 KB, 500x382)

>>35569821
I'm sure we must have a couple hidden
femanons somewhere.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:43:20 No.35569946 >>35570007 >>35570084

>>35569876
Nice art, but I'd say that the background might be a bit much for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)22:54:25 No.35570007 >>35570084 >>35570197 >>35570255 >>35570348 >>35570448 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: Ayranne take 4 with backg(...).png (308 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35569946
I'm not great at backgrounds desu. I moved things around to hide most of the no no symbol.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:04:39 No.35570064

>>35569572
I support the idea, but its kind of late for it now. maybe as a bonus release after the pack if anyone wants to contribute to the anime of derpiboorus deception

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:08:56 No.35570084 >>35570117 >>35570258

>>35569946
>>35570007
it was better before. i think self-censoring art for a free speech pack defeats the point. the only thing that might draw some eyes is tying it to the /mlpol/ flag that i made

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:15:57 No.35570117 >>35570235 >>35570258

>>35570084
A point could be made that this post isn't about glorifying nazism. My take on this is: let the artist decide which version they like better.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:31:53 No.35570197

>>35569572
>>35569876
>>35570007

I like all versions including the red ones but this one >>35570007 might be the best.
I am not concerned over self censorship. This still has visible swastikas. Alternativel move the reichsalicorn in the top right corner.or...

Or place german coats of arms in all corners. Wehrmacht.; kriegsmarine. Luftwaffe and schutzstaffel.

I dont know if you want to make an nsfw version but i welcome it.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:37:22 No.35570235

>>35570117
yeah artist should decide. have an alt if you want as well, like skitters. but i think just from an artistic point it was better not being a square center composition.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:41:12 No.35570255

>>35570007
i like the way it looks like shes 'sitting' on the flag circle. the bars really draws your eyes in, so why not both?

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:41:58 No.35570258 >>35570448

>>35570084
You made a nice flag. As the artist, I still have the swastika on Aryanne so I'm doing a bad job self-censoring. I feel bad just using someone's flag for the background, but I'm honestly really shit at it and I wanted the submission to have
something decent.

My thoughts on the updated pic were to move it a bit around to make it look simpler / more focused on Aryanne while still being somewhat recognizable. I said the "no no symbol" like it's what I'm worried about, in jest, I'm not worried
about the pack being effected because it's there.
>>35570117
Honestly the second post looks a lot nicer, even though I fucked up and left a filter for the background hidden. I recommend the updated picture go into the pack- not because it's "censored"- but because it looks nicer.

 Anonymous 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:29 No.35570348
File: dowant.gif (152 KB, 300x300)

>>35570007
>both cutie marks

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:00:31 No.35570353 >>35581782
File: 1104.png (376 KB, 4410x3000)

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:17:52 No.35570427 >>35570496 >>35571153
File: file.png (10 KB, 556x85)

We should have the final name of the pack be Marenheit 451. There's only one tag for it on the boorus right now so its trivial to fix and so
much easier to associate.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:23:53 No.35570448

>>35570258
>>35570007
this is great, but the jpeg aliasing in the inner ring is triggering me. requesting clean up for final

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:35:18 No.35570496 >>35570540 >>35571427 >>35576197 >>35582291

>>35570427
There is MKog's cover, but here's a poll I guess.
https://www.strawpoll.me/20541922

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:43:15 No.35570540 >>35570752 >>35570985

>>35570496
I like the sound of it better, but it feels way too late in the game now.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)00:49:17 No.35570562
File: 324573__suggestive_artist(...).gif (59 KB, 353x347)

>>35567718

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:09:03 No.35570660 >>35570671 >>35570960
File: f37.jpg (21 KB, 700x479)

Suggesting this with Aryanne and the DB logo.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:11:13 No.35570671

>>35570660
>>35565308

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:12:18 No.35570680
File: smuggest2.jpg (29 KB, 203x203)

Idea for next OP picture:
Include the words "If it isn't released yet, you can still contribute" at the top of it. That way, artists will know they still have time (since they'll probably come looking for the thread on
the 11th or 12th or so).

Also, have we decided on what site we'll be releasing the art pack? I don't really know much about them as I haven't really bought one before myself.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:17:24 No.35570709 >>35570715 >>35570744 >>35570793 >>35570969
File: Aryanne.png (452 KB, 1380x1400)

>>35565255

Anyone tell me if this is alright to be included? I've been too busy to put much time in, but I'd really like to
contribute something to this.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:18:44 No.35570715

>>35570709
My art is getting included, and it's orders of magnitude less cool than yours. So yeah, I'd say you're fine

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:24:23 No.35570744

>>35570709
Every skill level and art is welcome Anon, so no worries if you've been busy. That's a cute Ary tho, she looks gentle.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:26:00 No.35570752 >>35570772

>>35570540
It's an artpack that hasn't been released yet, nor has had the complete product advertised, it's far from too late. If we planned to make it a series and did a second one, then it'd be too late because people wouldn't know what to look for.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:30:54 No.35570772

>>35570752
I guess that's true. I can't be so uptight about these things. I just care and want it to go alright.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:34:01 No.35570793

>>35570709
Looks good, anon. Be sure to mark the submission on the artist list if you want to be credited.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:53:33 No.35570905 >>35570920 >>35570921 >>35570977 >>35571298

NSFW, preview of progress-

https://u.smutty.horse/lvxebmtcnyn.png

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:56:19 No.35570920
File: ohshit.jpg (218 KB, 610x821)

>>35570905

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)01:56:26 No.35570921

>>35570905
fucking /nice/! Amazing job anon, holy shit!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:03:59 No.35570960

>>35570660
this but instead of into the trash its Aryanne saying Into the OVEN it goes

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:06:22 No.35570969

>>35570709
thats a nice painted pone

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:07:05 No.35570977

>>35570905
Good shit. The pack's lacking in lewds.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:08:14 No.35570985 >>35571153

>>35570540
games change their names in final products too. i think its just more fitting for the pack. a mare caused all this shit storm, and its closer to the actual 451 reference

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/09/20(Thu)02:33:48 No.35571116 >>35571126 >>35571132 >>35571144 >>35571149 >>35571301 >>35571356 >>35571478
File: 50 percent.png (645 KB, 1920x1080)

I’ll be adding background to it soon
Maybe with Veronika and Leslie Fair in the background as well

>>35567289
Good work, Anon!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:35:26 No.35571126 >>35571301 >>35571363 >>35571561 >>35571620 >>35571625 >>35572554 >>35572684
File: 50 percent update.png (381 KB, 1280x720)

>>35571116
Whoops

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:36:31 No.35571132

>>35571116
Oh my god, you glorious fucking bastard

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:39:15 No.35571144 >>35571153 >>35571156

>>35567289
I love how Aryanne looks like she's trying to give Leslie Fair bunny ears, but she aint havin none of it

>>35571116
Molly boutta blow a fuse. I love that combined hoof/paw print for the creatures.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:41:05 No.35571149

>>35571116
excellent new use of molly and aryannes dynamic.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:42:10 No.35571153

>>35570985
>>35570427
I agree, it does sound better. Fareneigh is kind of a mushy sound by comparison.

>>35571144
>I love how Aryanne looks like she's trying to give Leslie Fair bunny ears, but she aint havin none of it
Or she's pulling away from her hoof to say, "Don't tread on me."

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:42:57 No.35571156 >>35571166

>>35571144
how would you even give bunny ears with hooves?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)02:44:15 No.35571166

>>35571156
Was trying to think of that myself, but maybe the pony version is a "unicorn horn" unicorns get double horny

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:08:12 No.35571298 >>35571648

>>35570905
looks great, I think something's wrong with her vagina though

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:08:30 No.35571301

>>35571116
>>35571126
This is beautiful. Well done Kog.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:18:17 No.35571356
File: laughing chrysalis.jpg (70 KB, 1024x576)

>>35571116
Oh that got a full belly laugh out of me.
Good work based MKog.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:19:21 No.35571363

>>35571126
Kek that's great, I like seeing the political ponies getting into arguments.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:29:11 No.35571427 >>35571485 >>35576197

>>35570496
It's been staying pretty even

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:38:15 No.35571478 >>35571485 >>35571540 >>35571625 >>35575810

>>35571116
dont see whos the 60% of pony villains who got reformed when theres only 3.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:39:21 No.35571485 >>35571493 >>35571505

>>35571427
There's been way more vocal people about it being changed to Marenheit though. And honestly, I voted for Fahreneigh but would rather change it back.

>>35571478
right side of the yellow line, not yellow and blue

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:40:56 No.35571493 >>35571505 >>35571538 >>35571540 >>35571625

>>35571485
>Discord and that literally who daring do villain
>ponies
i dont think you know what that word means

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:43:33 No.35571505 >>35571514 >>35571538

>>35571485
>>35571493
Maybe it's me but I thought he was making a "S8/9 aren't canon" joke. Guess he's bad at parsing charts?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:44:57 No.35571514

>>35571505
>molly cant read data and gets her facts wrong

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:47:55 No.35571538

>>35571493
ah you're right I'm retarded

>>35571505
maybe?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:48:21 No.35571540 >>35571552 >>35571573

>>35571478
>>35571493
What the fuck are you people confused about?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:50:11 No.35571552

>>35571540
don't worry about it

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:50:50 No.35571561 >>35571592 >>35571605

>>35567289
>>35571126
I still think Molly Tov could do with a fire motif of some sort on her cutie mark to reflect her namesake, though after some consideration I also think she should keep either the Antifa logo she already has or the general anarchy symbol as
part of it since each political pone has the ideology they represent reflected on their cutie mark as well

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:51:49 No.35571573 >>35571582 >>35575810

>>35571540
Reformed ponies
>Luna
>Starlight
>Stygian
Executed ponies
>Sombra
>Cozy

The rest arent ponies

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:53:06 No.35571582

>>35571573
No shit

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:54:19 No.35571592

>>35571561
>I still think Molly Tov could do with a fire motif of some sort on her cutie mark to reflect her namesake
Like what? A molotov with the antifa flag as the lit fuse?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)03:57:06 No.35571605

>>35571561
the red spikey hair is kind of fire-y already, more implied than just in your face.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:00:20 No.35571620

>>35567289
>>35571126
I dunno why but I imagine Molly's day job is that she's a bartender. Special drink is her Molly Tov's Cocktail.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:01:11 No.35571624 >>35571649

kogwheel you can now stop pretending you never drew sig runes on fireaxes helmet . the twitter outrage mobsters cant hurt you anymore

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:01:17 No.35571625 >>35575810

>>35571126
>>35571478
>>35571493
Aryanne used her blue chalk to draw a line separating the 5 ponies on the top half from the 5 non-ponies on the bottom, then Molly Tov used her yellow chalk to draw a line separating the villains who were executed on the left from the
villains who were reformed on the right.
They even drew symbols representing which groups are which on each side of their own lines (while also kindly leaving room for the other to draw theirs): a horseshoe and paw for ponies and non-ponies, and a halo with wings and an
axe for villains who were reformed and villains who were executed.
Y'all need to learn to parse charts.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:04:50 No.35571648 >>35571653 >>35571685

>>35571298
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvxebmtcnyn.png
What seems off to you?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:05:12 No.35571649

>>35571624
To be honest I would rather that he keep being based here and just ignore the angry mob in twitter.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:06:33 No.35571653 >>35571669

>>35571648
Not the guy who initially commented, but my guess is that it looks like a human vagooter on a pony which is throwing him for a loop.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:09:06 No.35571663 >>35571667 >>35571678 >>35571683 >>35574991 >>35576312
File: file.png (252 KB, 790x849)

>>35552724 →
archive fag here. finally decided to jump in and try to contribute. i havent drawn in a while so im really slow
and easily distracted.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:09:55 No.35571667

>>35571663
We must free the butt.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:10:15 No.35571669 >>35571696 >>35571710

>>35571653
That would be fair. I draw them that way intentionally, always have. Yanno, furfag and all, I got a preference for human like bits on my animal people.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:12:21 No.35571678

>>35571663
Not an artist, but it looks quite nice to me so far. Keep it up.

#FreeTheButt

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:13:19 No.35571683

>>35571663
>Oh anon, did you really have to lock me up? They weren't real ponies anyways!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:13:26 No.35571685 >>35571711
File: coloni2.png (58 KB, 284x284)

>>35571648
Nah I was just kidding about it not being a horse vagoo. For a human one it looks just right.
Sorry for the confusion.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:15:20 No.35571696

>>35571669
Eh, can't beat horse pussy, but I'm not going to lie and say that I haven't beaten my meat to human bits on poners.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:17:28 No.35571710

>>35571669
a furfag on ourside. what a timeline.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:17:33 No.35571711 >>35571745 >>35574928

>>35571685
No worries! Maybe I'll try and do a horse vag variant. If I can make it look good!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:24:37 No.35571745 >>35571758

>>35571711
If you do I say go for gold and add some nice teats.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:27:10 No.35571758

>>35571745
Fair dinkum, that.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:27:46 No.35571761 >>35571787 >>35571862 >>35571888 >>35571922 >>35572280 >>35575324
File: this is just a crop; plea(...).png (205 KB, 303x578)

>>35565255
I guess I can call this completed.

Clean: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/s/0br0j88k76325nk/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20of%20the%20SS%20%28clean%29.png
Messy: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/s/8uqy254h50wdokx/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20of%20the%20SS%20%28cum%20
version%29.png

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:32:45 No.35571787 >>35571839 >>35571922

>>35571761
I'd call it disgusting but I guess it's just me.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:40:02 No.35571839 >>35571967

>>35571787
Sorry about that.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:40:15 No.35571843 >>35571878 >>35571949 >>35571959 >>35572034 >>35576312

>>35565255
Missed a few threads so I'm not sure if stories are still wanted, but if so here we go:

https://pastebin.com/uA6um66T

I've set the paste to expire in a week, so anyone who cares about these particular pony words should either save it now or grab it from the pack.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:41:43 No.35571862

>>35571761
>gray anon pone
thats new

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:44:22 No.35571878 >>35571891

>>35571843
Regardless if it's added into the pack or not, there's at least one anon who saved the story. I know I did.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:45:41 No.35571888

>>35571761
Pretty nice, glad we're getting more lewds for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:46:06 No.35571891
File: yay.png (131 KB, 640x480)

>>35571878

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:51:21 No.35571922
File: horse_ass.gif (642 KB, 746x579)

>>35571761
hell yes brother,
majorly digging the
socks

>>35571787
don't listen to this guy

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:55:38 No.35571949 >>35571978

>>35571843
Why wouldn't stories still be wanted? I'm pretty sure there's at least one more writefag who said they wanted to deliver for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:56:48 No.35571959

>>35571843
>all media forms will be accepted
Of course it's wanted.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)04:58:36 No.35571967 >>35571991

>>35571839
What I'm trying to say is - fix her face, what kind of an abomination is that?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:00:44 No.35571978 >>35572002 >>35572006 >>35572034

>>35571949
tittysparkles delivered last thread, thats all the writefags wegot so far
>>35561549 →
>>35561622 →

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:02:53 No.35571991 >>35572016

>>35571967
Thanks for the criticism. I'll try to work on that next time.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:04:44 No.35572002

>>35571978
I thought there was a third?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:05:33 No.35572006 >>35572023

>>35571978
Is it that femanon one?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:06:47 No.35572016 >>35572046 >>35581782
File: file.png (182 KB, 536x638)

>>35571991
i think you got your features heavily misplaced tryin to do an up shot, this is a quick chopjob but its just the eyes that really set off
the uncanny valley

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:07:55 No.35572023

>>35572006
thats the one

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:09:27 No.35572034

>>35571978
Just for accounting purposes, >>35571843
is from depressing slave horse writer.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:11:16 No.35572046 >>35572066

>>35572016
That looks really off to me, but I get what you're saying. I wish one of the many people I showed the lineart to had brought this up.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:13:57 No.35572066 >>35572119
File: file.png (180 KB, 851x581)

>>35572046
this is just a snip from the drawfag improvement doc. highly
suggest you check it out

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:16:25 No.35572082

>>35565308
Would it be too lewd/fetishy to request a pregnant nazi pone? Her pregnancy is part of some kind of experiment.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:22:20 No.35572119 >>35572151 >>35572313 >>35572327 >>35574991

>>35572066
Thanks, I might work on it tomorrow. Maybe I can still salvage it

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)05:31:24 No.35572151

>>35572119
You have plenty of time for a minor fix, but faces are just what we're always guna be drawn to first as humans. good luck anon

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:01:37 No.35572280 >>35572313

>>35571761
404s for me

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:06:55 No.35572313

>>35572280
they're going to try editing some things >>35572119

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:09:09 No.35572327
File: Untitled-2.png (140 KB, 303x578)

>>35572119
Tried my hand at a redline. It helps if you draw through and construct the forms with 3-D in mind and use it as a
loose guide.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:28:32 No.35572417 >>35572450 >>35572470 >>35572492 >>35572536 >>35572565 >>35572581 >>35572696 >>35572716 >>35572737 >>35573985
File: aryanne.png (889 KB, 2450x3450)

Any ideas on who she's talking too and what she can be talking about?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:34:46 No.35572450

>>35572417
Gallus, who be simping

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:39:46 No.35572470

>>35572417
>Did you know that despite being 13% of Equestria's population creatures commit 50% of the crime?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:46:04 No.35572492 >>35572526

>>35572417
>Aryanne talking talking to a random pone about the 13/50 statistic
>Molly Tov fuming in the background

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)06:59:47 No.35572526 >>35572551 >>35572554 >>35572592

>>35572492
Molly Tov?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:02:37 No.35572536

>>35572417
>Did you know I have one of Hitler's paintings?
>It's fucking awful, wanna see it?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:09:08 No.35572551

>>35572526
Far left pone in >>35567289

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:10:55 No.35572554

>>35572526
Also seen here with a different cutie mark >>35571126

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:13:50 No.35572565

>>35572417
>have I ever told you about Steiner's attack?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:20:28 No.35572581 >>35572589

>>35572417
A story about how she got her cutie mark. Or possibly a stupidly offensive made-up one to intentionally fuck with whoever she's talking to.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:25:15 No.35572589
File: 1582444865847.png (131 KB, 659x493)

>>35572581
silly fun route
>Yeah I was hoofing it hard to one of his speeches, and it appeared right as I came. It was magical, really.

stupid edgy route
>Yeah so I was babysitting these two baby griffons that wouldn't shut the fuck up. They started playing with the oven door and the cheapass parents hadn't bothered to buy one with a child-protective lock.

Eventually they found their way in there, and the door shut on them. All I did was turn it on.
>*sips*
>It showed up later that night.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)07:27:13 No.35572592

>>35572526
antifa political pony with basically next to no content till now

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:02:38 No.35572684 >>35572758

>>35567289
>>35571126
Now we only need a centrist pone who's friends with all of them and holds the group together

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:08:15 No.35572696

>>35572417

Do you support our side because You believe in our message or is it because You love me?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:14:46 No.35572716

>>35572417

We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white horses.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:22:51 No.35572737

>>35572417
>"Now in sure it happened, but it wasn't 6 million that number seems too far fetched to me."

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:26:42 No.35572749

nobody cares faggot

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:29:11 No.35572758

>>35572684
>the one who holds the group together
but isnt that aryanne?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:36:42 No.35572776 >>35572794 >>35572837 >>35572846 >>35574204 >>35574991 >>35576312
File: Spoiler Alert.png (1.19 MB, 2000x2500)

Not quite done yet, I have some little tiny details I want to add but I got too tired to finish it tonight.

So here's a near-done preview of my second submission to this pack.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:44:01 No.35572794

>>35572776
It also looks like the aryanne being is consuming her here.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)08:59:26 No.35572837

>>35572776
I want to steal the way you draw bellies but alas: the idea for the pic that I have involves busts and I'm not sure if I'll be able to do several
because I am bloody slow

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:03:14 No.35572846
File: two_keks.png (100 KB, 296x334)

>>35572776

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:08:43 No.35572861 >>35572866 >>35572871 >>35572875 >>35572891 >>35572892 >>35572894 >>35572896 >>35572897 >>35572900 >>35572980 >>35573012 >>35574870 >>35581782
File: aryanne.png (1.6 MB, 2450x3450)

I decided to just make text that no one would want to read.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:10:30 No.35572866 >>35572883

>>35572861
Yeah I hate it but I this is the spirit of the art pack even if this end with zebradom

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:11:32 No.35572871 >>35572883

>>35572861
You better fix the cutiemark pal

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:12:28 No.35572875 >>35572883

>>35572861
kinda lame

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:13:47 No.35572883 >>35572891

>>35572866
>>35572871
>>35572875
Just edit the words out and call the day

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:15:26 No.35572889
File: ATTN.jpg (47 KB, 764x637)

>>35567395

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:16:56 No.35572891

>>35572861
>>35572883
post the textless version

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:16:56 No.35572892

>>35572861
I hate it, but that's alright.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:17:13 No.35572894

>>35572861
ach out of character and striped fag. into the oven

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:18:03 No.35572896

>>35572861
Yeah, totally hating this but we can't do anything against this.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:18:32 No.35572897

>>35572861
Big ol fat fucking yikes right there. Not even posting a textless edit.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:20:13 No.35572900

>>35572861
>zebradom infiltrator
Oh welp, I'm just surprised this don't happened before.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:20:24 No.35572901 >>35572904 >>35572906 >>35572913 >>35572918 >>35572920 >>35572925 >>35572947 >>35573012 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: aryanneNT.png (1.13 MB, 2450x3450)

sorry boiz but as a proud nigger i love me some striped
I'll be a good sport and post the textless version
go nuts

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:21:10 No.35572904

>>35572901
just stop being a nigger

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:21:14 No.35572906

>>35572901
Stay in your containment zone next time, faggot.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:22:57 No.35572913

>>35572901
Both version should be in the pack anyway, we don't need to make any censorship at all even if derpibooru allow to denigrate aryanne in the rules. Just try to fix the cutiemark in both versions

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:23:40 No.35572918

>>35572901
you are a nigger alright, you didnt even put her butt swastica on there too busy fantasizing about putting some poor moves on a pure mare.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:24:31 No.35572920

>>35572901
Stop being a nigger.
Also fix the CM.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:28:06 No.35572925

>>35572901
She's pretty.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:30:46 No.35572936 >>35572944 >>35572959

shit yah forgot the cm
i'll fix it soon

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:33:27 No.35572944

>>35572936
*cracks whip* back to work! and good work nigger

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:34:13 No.35572947

>>35572901
Just because you're black doesn't mean you're obliged to be a nigger, nigger

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:38:30 No.35572954 >>35572957 >>35574991
File: aryanneblaze1.png (57 KB, 577x633)

Preview slash backup of my entry.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:39:42 No.35572957

>>35572954
>kirin and aryanne
Cute cute cute!!!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:41:20 No.35572959 >>35572981

>>35572936
You got nineteen minutes before i upload my jury-rig of a fix, you fucking nigger.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:51:24 No.35572980

>>35572861
>Aryanne
>zebradom
you disgust me

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:51:39 No.35572981 >>35573000 >>35573009 >>35574603 >>35581782
File: aryanne.png (1.64 MB, 2450x3450)

>>35572959
quit whining cuck
I got it
also this is part one

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:53:10 No.35572986 >>35573020 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: aryanneNT.png (1.18 MB, 2450x3450)

>>35565255
forgot to post to the anchor kek

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:56:45 No.35573000

>>35572981
>part one
no one wants to see a niggers fursona

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:59:05 No.35573009

>>35572981
>'reeee cuck'
>literally could not stop fapping to his fetish long enough to do the image properly
>continues to insert his fetish that nobody outside his circlejerk likes
You are not a clown.
You are the entire fucking circus.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)09:59:37 No.35573012

>>35572861
>>35572901
>nigger acts like a nigger
cant make this shit up

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:01:14 No.35573016 >>35573018 >>35573024 >>35573030 >>35573055 >>35573144 >>35573328

At this point I believe that he will make the continuation with actual zebradom just to fuck with everyone here and get a lot of (you).
Plotwist: this was actually futa aryanne talking to zecora

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:02:30 No.35573018

>>35573016
this kek

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:02:44 No.35573020

>>35572986
Much better.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:03:46 No.35573024

>>35573016
>this was actually futa aryanne talking to zecora
... that would be kind of hot.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:05:44 No.35573030 >>35573037

>>35573016
>you gonna fuck me
>nigger in charge of reading

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:08:19 No.35573037 >>35573046

>>35573030
shes shitfaced, you think she wouldnt mix that up?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:12:34 No.35573046 >>35573057 >>35573068

>>35573037
yes. it's pretty hard to fuck that one up.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:17:05 No.35573055 >>35573061 >>35574344

>>35573016
I mean. Could just put it in diff folder. Not a surprise we get a shitposter or 2

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:17:21 No.35573057 >>35573080

>>35573046
Nothing is hard to fuck up when you're hammered.
In fact once you reach a certain point you won't even recall a lot of what you do or say.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:18:20 No.35573061 >>35573250

>>35573055
Just add a CURSED folder and place that there if we get zebradom at the end.
This is about censorship so we can't censor that shit, that would make us like derpibooru.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:22:08 No.35573068 >>35573080
File: file.png (320 KB, 834x639)

>>35573046
oh please thats not even half as
bad as some drunks get

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:26:05 No.35573080 >>35573084

>>35573057
>>35573068
nah it's hard to go from active to passive like that. you've never seen a smashed person hit on a girl? I can confidently say as an alcoholic this confusion doesn't happen.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:26:56 No.35573082 >>35573090 >>35573095 >>35573100 >>35573101 >>35573116 >>35573127 >>35574157 >>35576312

https://derpibooru.org/images/2394414
https://twitter.com/Atlas_66/status/1281136152687370240

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:28:30 No.35573084 >>35573119

>>35573080
nigger what are you talking about, getting so smashed you dont recall shit is a main part of being drunk and waking up with a hangover that you wanna die

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:31:01 No.35573090 >>35573101 >>35573107 >>35576554

>>35573082
>uploading it already
i mean the arts amazing but you dont know how an art pack works.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:32:12 No.35573095 >>35573107 >>35573127 >>35574157 >>35576312 >>35576554 >>35581782
File: EceBAcRWoAAywtn.jpg (1.21 MB, 4000x2998)

>>35573082
>>35565255

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:34:17 No.35573100 >>35573107 >>35576554

>>35573082
this is awesome! but yea like the other anon said

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:34:19 No.35573101 >>35573107 >>35576554

>>35573082
>>35573090
This. Keep it contained in the thread, Anon. Unless it's a teaser sketch. This is going to be for charity.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:37:34 No.35573107 >>35576554

>>35573090
>>35573095
>>35573100
>>35573101
He was in contact with the thread of OP was in contact with the artist? Maybe he don't receive any notification and he believe that the artpack just was cancelled like any /mlp/ project that happened before

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:39:17 No.35573116 >>35576554

>>35573082
Mighty impressive. Love the tail enclosure.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:40:00 No.35573119 >>35573130

>>35573084
I don't become an amnesiac when I'm drunk anon. You sure you don't just have dementia? And no one likes a damage controlling nigger anyway.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:45:04 No.35573127 >>35576554

>>35573082
>>35573095
fucking based. top tier delivery and a really cute pic.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:45:16 No.35573130

>>35573119
ive only been drunk very few times because of the fact its harder to parse information during and afterwords. its definitely a thing, and it gets played up in media

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:51:13 No.35573144 >>35573151 >>35573169 >>35573206

>>35573016
>futa aryanne talking to zecora(filly)
h-hot

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)10:53:31 No.35573151 >>35573169

>>35573144
>filly
Stop making the scenario hotter

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:03:51 No.35573169 >>35573181

>>35573151
>>35573144
And then superior zebro genes result in the filly domming Aryanne. And locking her futacock in a nice tight chastity cage. Yes, I am a degenerate.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:08:51 No.35573181 >>35573229

>>35573169
just kys or something

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:18:07 No.35573206 >>35573210

>>35573144
>zecora filly
this is just impossible. but she must be so fucking drunk she thinks every filly zeebra is zecora when its actually zala eyeing her

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:20:49 No.35573210 >>35573223
File: kekfilly.png (572 KB, 678x676)

>>35573206
>Drunk futa Aryanne fucking zebras in the
ass
>Keeps calling them Zecora because they
all look the same to her
>They're miffed by it, but they still don't want
her to stop

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:26:07 No.35573222 >>35573778 >>35576312
File: tags-1.png (293 KB, 790x919)

>>35565255

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:27:05 No.35573223

>>35573210
I'd get plenty of keks from this

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:33:11 No.35573229

>>35573181
No u.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvxiumdchmy.PNG

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)11:44:25 No.35573250

>>35573061
That's why I said folder. It's like a filter. Don't like it, filter it/folder it.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)12:25:25 No.35573328

>>35573016
I'm on it

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)12:47:44 No.35573369 >>35573379
File: Untitled.png (844 KB, 876x897)

Here's a wip. Didn't get much done today but I'll buckle down tomorrow. What was this
cutie's eye color again?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)12:50:31 No.35573379 >>35573395
File: 1498262061923-2.png (290 KB, 1280x1281)

>>35573369
Fireaxe has blue

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)12:56:42 No.35573395

>>35573379
Good thing I asked. I thought they were red.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)15:43:36 No.35573778

>>35573222
Kek, that's pretty good, also nice digits

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)16:50:04 No.35573985

>>35572417
>Ja, Frau Leslie, throwing ze Marxists from helicopters is fun, but you should hear ze vay zey scream in an oven!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)17:19:45 No.35574103 >>35574313 >>35574603 >>35576312 >>35581782
File: Ary.png (1.29 MB, 2450x3450)

*Ahem*

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)17:29:34 No.35574157 >>35576554

>>35573082
>>35573095
Nice. And is it me or does the flag kind of look like a pair of boxers?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)17:34:17 No.35574174 >>35574354
File: unknown.png (199 KB, 1522x912)

>>35565255
Here's a shitty drawing i made
Can't draw 4 shit, but I wanted to
contribute

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)17:40:19 No.35574204 >>35574466
File: 167559.png (109 KB, 1550x1650)

>>35572776
oh you little prankster you

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:02:38 No.35574313 >>35574326 >>35574329 >>35574357 >>35574377 >>35574433

>>35574103
The various bits of dialogue on this image makes me nervous that the original message of the pack is getting too buried by trolling.

I was told when invited that the point of this pack wasn't to antagonize the other side. This sort of thing surely will.

This may have gone just a bit too far for me to personally associate with.

Namefagging may be annoying but it must be known who this is. -Skoon

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:05:38 No.35574326 >>35574370

>>35574313
I mean, I highly doubt this picture will end up in the pack, since it's an edit of the original pic.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:06:17 No.35574329

>>35574313
I'm pretty sure that's just an edit made to antagonize the nigger.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:09:28 No.35574344 >>35574349 >>35574377 >>35574603
File: 1580676730053.png (264 KB, 1400x1400)

>all this enormous asshurt
If any one of you had even the slightest hint of self-awareness, you'd see how goddamn hilarious this all is.

>>35573055
Don't do that, it's like admitting that you want to hide something from view because you don't personally like it. Isnt that, dare I say, the censorship this pack is supposed to be making against? Sure it'll still be in
there, but it'll send the wrong message.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:11:19 No.35574349

>>35574344
making a statement against*

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:12:47 No.35574354

>>35574174
That's pretty cute Anon!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:13:16 No.35574357

>>35574313
What people submit isn't necessarily what'll end up in the pack, you belly-drawing foalfiddler.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:15:37 No.35574370

>>35574326
Hmm I'm still nervous now.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:16:44 No.35574377 >>35574379 >>35574387 >>35574403 >>35580279

>>35574313
>>35574344
I was under the assumption that blatant shitposts made to rile people up would be left out anyways.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:17:30 No.35574379

>>35574377
>blatant shitposts made to rile people up
In MY nazi pony thread? No way!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:19:53 No.35574387 >>35574397

>>35574377
Me too. I suppose I need some reassurance from leadership. Which is hard via 4chan given the anon obsession.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:23:11 No.35574397 >>35574401

>>35574387
>leadership

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:24:19 No.35574401

>>35574397
Well somebody has to be running this thing.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:24:38 No.35574403 >>35574411 >>35574418 >>35574449

>>35574377
Same. I think it was even decided that edits weren't counted, even edits made of artwork on the thread.
Plus, as far as I'm concerned, not reply to delivery anchor means it's not a delivery.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:25:54 No.35574411

>>35574403
not replying*
fuck nigger, I really need to get a full night's sleep one of these months.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:27:09 No.35574418 >>35574428

>>35574403
This, the anchor is for deliveries plus posting the link on the artist list, these edits will most probably not be in the pack.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:30:26 No.35574428

>>35574418
Alright then. I'll continue to take that on faith for now.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:31:17 No.35574433 >>35574439
File: 1586877467926.jpg (39 KB, 659x593)

>>35574313
I have no interest in my shitty edit making it into any art pack, if that
makes you feel better.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:32:32 No.35574439

>>35574433
It do.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:34:03 No.35574449 >>35574464 >>35574998

>>35574403
I don't see anything wrong with just putting the vanilla textless in unless the artist wants to throw a fit over the text version being vetoed

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:38:08 No.35574464 >>35574478

>>35574449
Yeah I'd be fine with that as well.
I shoulda mentioned that alt versions from the artist themself should be included. Unless one of them is a clear shitpost that they don't wanna include.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:38:28 No.35574466

>>35574204
Chrysalis destroys the Brony fandom.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:41:17 No.35574478 >>35574483 >>35574492

>>35574464
I'd think 13/50 + zebrafucking is a pretty clear shitpost

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:42:35 No.35574483

>>35574478
Then I guess we have to wait for the artist to confirm.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:45:00 No.35574492 >>35574546 >>35574651

>>35574478
I'm not a regular of this corner of the internet, if that wasn't super obvious. To me 4chan is like walking over thin ice mere inches above landmines.

I am not yet fully accustomed as to what is to be taken seriously or not here. Art, being my livelihood, is something I take very seriously. So I have to remain at least partially cautious.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)18:54:49 No.35574546

>>35574492
Yeah I completely feel that. I'm also super new around these parts, so I sometimes have trouble decyphering what the hell someone meant.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:02:31 No.35574583

I noticed a lot of degenerate fetishes keep popping up like crazy after the mass banning. Dunno if it is cause the lack of other content to balance shit out or cause the degenerates using this time to their advantage and them getting
cocky,but either way,Derpibooru is becoming something akin to Furraffinity with its degeneracy.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:07:38 No.35574603 >>35574613

>>35574344 here

This >>35574103 definitely shouldnt be included in the art pack, but I was saying that this >>35572981 still should. But if not, why not? I was under the impression that part of the point was while we're against censorship and take that
part seriously, we're also not above poking some lighthearted fun at ourselves. Is this not the case and Im missing something here? Because thats all I see this as.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:10:07 No.35574613 >>35574749

>>35574603
I am not convinced people will understand that the dialogue there is ironic in any way. Remember we're not releasing this to 4chan, we're releasing this to the greater world.

You have to know your audience.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:18:22 No.35574651 >>35574659 >>35574683 >>35574686 >>35574705

>>35574492
>what is to be taken seriously or not here
Rule of thumb : nothing. Seriously.
Our neighbor /pol/, the real white-supremacist-neo-nazi-gas-all-jews board, is well known for having white people being a minority when they do IRL meetup. That's how not fucking serious everything is here.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:19:26 No.35574659 >>35574703 >>35581782
File: OOF.jpg (94 KB, 1024x463)

>>35574651

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:25:15 No.35574683

>>35574651
To be fair it could be that most people understand white sociaty/way of life is the best one and needs to be implemented everywhere. Also that nationalist is good for all races.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:26:02 No.35574686 >>35574749

>>35574651
Well that's fine for everyday banter but not for a legit collaborative effort like an art pack. Business is business, and business has to be somewhat serious.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:27:54 No.35574694

trolling shitposting and argueing is part of a good aryanne thread. even against the content creators. if someone is butthurt make fun of them. pol teaches people to air their grievances. and some people are faggots by nature.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:30:50 No.35574703 >>35574710 >>35574720 >>35574736

>>35574659
Sauce of pic on the right?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:31:53 No.35574705

>>35574651
Doesn’t /mlpol/ have a no-racism rule that they call “no race mixing”?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:34:29 No.35574710 >>35574736

>>35574703
Fuck if I know, I just saved it because it gave me a laugh.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:36:35 No.35574720

>>35574703
Look up "Will not be divided" Those are anons from /pol/ who trolled the art stream for days.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:38:51 No.35574736
File: 8dfa8c311e1935b76bc18ebf1(...).jpg (166 KB, 1057x947)

>>35574703
>>35574710
/pol/ meetup of 2017,
apparently.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:41:46 No.35574749 >>35574763

>>35574613
I'd still argue that it shouldnt really matter because if we took things 100% literally, then it would be included because of free speech, but I can see what you and >>35574686 are getting at.

I'd suggest something of a disclaimer.txt in the pack to say that anything that may seem offensive is a shitpost and not to be taken seriously, but hell if anyone's actually going to read or pay attention to that. It's probably going to get
reamed out as it is.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:45:02 No.35574763

>>35574749
I agree it shouldn't matter. Sadly, if the pack wants to prove a point we all have to reign it in just a little.

Giving the reeee crowd more blatant fuel will just, well, only do that. haha

Make them laugh (or horny) and confuse them instead.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)19:55:30 No.35574815 >>35574838 >>35574842 >>35574847 >>35574876 >>35574991 >>35576312
File: psalute1.png (3.09 MB, 2969x2469)

>>35565255
I guess I'll submit this. Might make something lewd if I can get it done before Saturday.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:01:23 No.35574838

>>35574815
That's great kek, I like the ponies you used.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:02:43 No.35574842

>>35574815
>unicorn twi
Great taste there drawfig. Ya did good.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:03:41 No.35574847 >>35574852

>>35574815
Where is Celestia?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:04:50 No.35574852 >>35574869 >>35574900
File: 20200703_183509.jpg (371 KB, 1080x1700)

>>35574847
She was redeemed

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:05:32 No.35574857 >>35575096
File: tub.png (179 KB, 1701x911)

I'll submit something.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:09:03 No.35574869 >>35574889 >>35574899 >>35574909 >>35574972

>>35574852
It's funny how an artist can change when he heard that the next target is foalcon.
That make me wonder if we can get some filly aryanne with celestia to recreate this scenario

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:09:38 No.35574870 >>35574888 >>35574905 >>35574952 >>35575000 >>35575061 >>35575481 >>35576312
File: There's so much Aryanne p(...).png (854 KB, 1607x1482)

>>35572861
Don't worry baby, Nog's got you covered my dude.

Full thing: https://file.io/EsaSGkEECv3E

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:11:47 No.35574876 >>35575034

>>35574815
I think it should be Blossomforth instead of Twilight, given how Twilight (TSP) is the equivalent of Hitler and hence would be on the stage.
Also, great art!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:13:14 No.35574888 >>35574905 >>35574918

>>35574870
>file not found

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:13:16 No.35574889 >>35574892 >>35574972

>>35574869
I thiiiink one of the ideas was filly Aryanne with Naughty Luna.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:13:49 No.35574892 >>35574906

>>35574889
Can confirm, saw wip.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:14:54 No.35574899 >>35574940

>>35574869
Not just foalcon. They wanted to delete rape, which in the left has a vast and vague definition.

They also wanted to color things as racist that weren't. AND they wanted to remove incest too.

Trying to get Derpibooru suspended from Patreon, rob artists of their livelihoods, doxxing, I couldn't stand with them anymore.

Also this is what caused tumblr to kill itself.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:15:08 No.35574900

>>35574852
>>35574852

oh fucking hell its the pedo cunt i did not know those were one and the same guy.
ofc crying over mean words in a fucking edit that was done randomly

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:16:17 No.35574905 >>35574912 >>35574917 >>35574952

>>35565255
>>35574870
>>35574888
https://anonymousfiles.io/o1nOnEHy/

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:16:57 No.35574906 >>35574940

>>35574892
She's not a filly in that image though. Naughty Luna is taller.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:17:13 No.35574909 >>35574972 >>35576312
File: 1837133.png (295 KB, 812x888)

>>35574869
>It's funny how an artist can change when he heard that the
next target is foalcon.
Can you really blame him?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:17:45 No.35574912

>>35574905
Thank you.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:18:23 No.35574917

>>35574905
It's better than the other one I guess.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:18:41 No.35574918

>>35574888
https://i.imgur.com/JVZ3AkS.png

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:20:38 No.35574928

>>35571711
maybe try something like how lunarlacepony does horsepussy? its kind of like the middle ground

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:23:41 No.35574940

>>35574899
I don't recall whether I've actually made the comparison, or just pondered it, but if drawings of children can't consent, then so can't drawings of adults, therefore literally 100% of artwork that doesn't involve OCs alone is actually rape.

Of course, that's not how it works IRL. For sane people, characters do not have agency, and hence their consent is "null" - completely irrelevant, they cannot be hurt by absence of it.
But good luck telling that to people who can't tell fiction from reality.
>>35574906
Missed opportunity.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:25:41 No.35574952

>>35574870
>>35574905
Reminds me of that image where Franziska forces a foal zebra to eat her out. Otherwise it's going to the test tube

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:29:00 No.35574972 >>35574981 >>35574999 >>35575042

>>35574869
>>35574889
>>35574909
Stop trying to suggest foalcon in this pack. No one here would rather to fuck a filly instead of a mare.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:31:24 No.35574981 >>35574990

>>35574972
You can tell it's always the same people, too.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:32:56 No.35574990

>>35574981
Probably gary

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:32:59 No.35574991 >>35575096
File: misspersona.png (2.48 MB, 3210x2782)

>>35572119
>>35572954
>>35574815
>>35571663
>>35572776
>Might make something lewd if I can get it done before Saturday.
Reminder theres a grace-period that's been talked about up to the 15th for late joiners and allowing people to finish. keep it up everyone

the ride isnt over yet!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:35:19 No.35574998

>>35574449
drawfag already provided the text version, why would he be mad about it.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:35:19 No.35574999 >>35575005

>>35574972
>t. lets striped faggotry into the pack

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:35:29 No.35575000

>>35574870
Perfect.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:37:31 No.35575005

>>35574999
No censorship in the pack dude :^)

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:41:45 No.35575025 >>35575159

well i mean you can always edit it out. i know i did. zigger art is just unwashed content. get a sponge

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:43:23 No.35575034 >>35575159

>>35574876
i think it would be blossomforth instead of pinkiepie if youre calling attention to derpitard mods

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:45:24 No.35575042

>>35574972
pretty sure theres already been suggestions for and submissions

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:50:17 No.35575061

>>35574870
God i wish that were me

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)20:59:03 No.35575096

>>35574991
and you too>>35574857

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:19:35 No.35575159 >>35575220

>>35575034
Come to think of it, that's right.
>>35575025
Aryanne de-striping ziggers when.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:33:26 No.35575220 >>35575233 >>35575254

>>35575159
>Aryanne and some other pones chasing a pack of zeebs through the ghetto brandishing brushes and paint pails
>A few zeebs get tripped up by empty buckets of Kenbucky Fried Chicken and discarded welfare checks
>Immediately get un-striped
>Zeebs return with buckets of black paint and brushes to chase them back
>Thus began the Equestro-Zebrican Race War.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:36:37 No.35575233
File: happy_griffin.png (108 KB, 504x566)

>>35575220
>*griffon claw rubbing on
the side intensifies*

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:41:28 No.35575254 >>35575259

>>35575220
>ziggers only see stripes and attack their own when theyre de-striped

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:42:20 No.35575259

>>35575254
>de-striped zeebs suddenly become decent fathers and productive members of pone society

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:47:39 No.35575287 >>35575296 >>35575329 >>35575353 >>35575354 >>35575367 >>35576023 >>35576109 >>35576312
File: aryanne-pack.png (1.16 MB, 3840x2160)

>>35565255
Finished >>35568386

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:49:42 No.35575296

>>35575287
Nice!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:54:38 No.35575324 >>35575343 >>35575351 >>35575395 >>35575403 >>35575428
File: sai_2020-07-09_13-35-37.png (76 KB, 329x285)

>>35571761
Just sketching between work stuff, but it feels like an improvement so far.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:55:18 No.35575329

>>35575287
lel. Anyone up for singed ponut?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:57:48 No.35575343

>>35575324
Oh yeah, I can see a good improvement.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:58:46 No.35575351

>>35575324
smug nazi hoers is smug

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:58:49 No.35575353

>>35575287
Great job!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)21:58:58 No.35575354
File: 1593872179439.gif (476 KB, 505x505)

>>35575287

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:00:34 No.35575367

>>35575287
nice
lewd edit when?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:08:13 No.35575395
File: 452847__artist+needed_saf(...).png (171 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35575324
this is a huge improvement,
keep it up

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:09:51 No.35575403
File: 1593891044446.png (149 KB, 640x480)

>>35575324
spot on

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:09:56 No.35575405

Art contributor suggesting aryanne in police uniform doing a knee of justice on a zigger

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:13:59 No.35575428

>>35575324
VERY good!

 NDF !NDFdwUmCz2 07/09/20(Thu)22:26:11 No.35575481 >>35575492 >>35575528 >>35575649 >>35581782
File: aryanneSP.png (1.4 MB, 2450x3450)

Original artist here,
I thought I made it clear that it's an obvious shit post. I provided the textless version so that someone funnier than me can contribute to it.Why else would I call myself a nigger? Thx for the (you)s btw. That fueled my ego
for the next few years.

>>35574870
Fuck you Nog! Leave my innocent oc out of this!!!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:30:22 No.35575492 >>35575559

>>35575481
>why would I call myself a nigger?
I mean, I call myself a tranny on a daily basis so kek

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:37:48 No.35575528 >>35575559
File: 1593690187478.gif (488 KB, 284x210)

>>35575481
well besides the fact that you nearly scared off a few artists, nice job.
she's very pretty btw.

 NDF !NDFdwUmCz2 07/09/20(Thu)22:45:19 No.35575559

>>35575492
>>35575528
desu I wanted to be so sort of JOE,JOI. As you can see I'm a retard when it comes to writiing.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)22:56:45 No.35575625 >>35575778 >>35576312 >>35578523
File: Sweet Aryanne.jpg (355 KB, 2200x1800)

>>35565255
https://u.smutty.horse/lvxodidbepp.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvxodiwdren.png

Finally finished. Took me longer than initially planned.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:03:04 No.35575649
File: 1593717160515.png (53 KB, 250x250)

>>35575481
>Fuck you Nog!
Just like old times. Now all I have to do is draw that green one,
Salad something right?

Anyways glad you're doing your part, even if you upset everyone
in the process.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:09:09 No.35575677 >>35575804 >>35575849 >>35576312
File: aryanne pack Whiskey.png (1.82 MB, 3316x2289)

>>35565255
Done.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:30:22 No.35575773 >>35581782
File: 36th_waffen_ss_division_d(...).jpg (101 KB, 1280x512)

This thread can drain a man dry.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:31:25 No.35575778

>>35575625
Aryanne a cute.
A CUTE !

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:38:19 No.35575804

>>35575677
Aryanne a sexy.
A SEXY!

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:38:36 No.35575806 >>35575834 >>35575852 >>35575959 >>35576001 >>35576068 >>35581782
File: Aryanne Thing More Progre(...).png (249 KB, 1076x1070)

>>35565255
I think I'm done, guys. I'm not an artist, but I tried super hard.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:40:04 No.35575810 >>35575834 >>35575853 >>35575977 >>35576147 >>35576181 >>35576312
File: 50 percent 02.png (498 KB, 1280x960)

>>35571478
>>35571573
>>35571625
Alright you retards
I’ve moved Aryanne’s symbols to top and bottom, is this clear enough?

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:44:28 No.35575834 >>35576988

>>35575806
You've done a lot better than many people I know including myself, good job.
>>35575810
A bit hard to read the purple, but otherwise fine.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:48:05 No.35575849

>>35575677
unf, that's one sexy ass aryanne

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:48:58 No.35575852

>>35575806

Great piece.

 Anonymous 07/09/20(Thu)23:49:10 No.35575853 >>35576988
File: gayscale.png (225 KB, 1280x960)

>>35575810
Clear as everything except the purple that's unreadable. Turn everything to grey scale. If you can't see the contrast between two shades, it's going to be hard as fuck to read. Fun tip I've had to learn with color
selection on craft projects.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:19:07 No.35575959

>>35575806
Ary's proportions aren't bad and you did a great job with Zala!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:22:15 No.35575977 >>35576988

>>35575810
im sorry i was retarded and distracted. you didnt need to edit it but its clearer. i think the original composition was better though

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:26:22 No.35576001

>>35575806
Adorable

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:29:57 No.35576023
File: 1407276776353.jpg (23 KB, 230x300)

>>35575287
that building... you cheeky
bastard :D

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:38:54 No.35576068

>>35575806
HAHAHA That Dilarus made me laugh so hard I hurt.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:49:41 No.35576109

>>35575287
kek, that's good

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:56:11 No.35576147 >>35576988

>>35575810
I think you could have left the symbols alone, I thought it was pretty clever how they were positioned before. Was just one autitst who couldn't understand it anyway.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)00:58:52 No.35576163
File: sunbeam.gif (375 KB, 200x184)

>all this amazing art being
delivered on
everyone's hard work paying off,
thank you everybody

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:01:20 No.35576181

>>35575810
Aryanne's symbols were fine where they were, I was just pointing out the chart to the retards

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:04:06 No.35576197
File: file.png (16 KB, 576x290)

>>35570496
>>35571427
not anymore

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:14:33 No.35576259
File: 1594320031049.jpg (93 KB, 748x1042)

>>35565308
Not sure if its the right place but could
anyone ponifie this?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:19:22 No.35576283
File: Spoiler Alert.png (1.21 MB, 2000x2525)

>>35565255

This one is finished now.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:25:13 No.35576312 >>35576554
File: unknown-38.png (658 KB, 1400x1495)

>>35565410
>>35565651
>>35567289
>>35567624
>>35567718
>>35570007
>>35571663
>>35571843

>>35572776
>>35572901
>>35572986
>>35573082
>>35573095
>>35573222
>>35574103
>>35574815
>>35574870
>>35574909
>>35575287
>>35575625
>>35575677
>>35575810

Outstanding quality. This stuff gets better by the day. What an avalanche of OC. Unbelieveable. Thank you all very much for your precious time and effort.

Heil Hoofler! /)

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:42:40 No.35576395 >>35576466 >>35576500 >>35576526 >>35576585

>>35576290 →
Guess this artpack won't be published on Derpibooru after all.
Thanks god for Ponybooru/Rainbooru/PonerPics.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:53:40 No.35576466

>>35576395
We can still advertise it on there for free. I wasn't too keen on giving them content anyways.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)01:58:50 No.35576494 >>35576501

>>35565255
First time using smutty horse. Also first time doing something like this. You'll have to tell me how it went, both in comedy and in appearance. I also have each of the panels pre-text, if anyone is interested.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvxpokigyfz.png

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:00:04 No.35576500

>>35576395
what the fuck

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:00:07 No.35576501

>>35576494
I had a genuine lol.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:04:52 No.35576526 >>35576585
File: yayaww.gif (866 KB, 267x346)

>>35576395
And here I was worried the drama would die
down by the 11th

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:07:05 No.35576554 >>35576603 >>35576624

>>35573090 >>35573095 >>35573100 >>35573101 >>35573116 >>35573127 >>35574157 >>35576312 >>35573107 >>35573127 >>35574157 >>35576312

I'm not the artist guy, I just posted it here because I believe that is cool. I don't lurked the previous thread either to know if this pic was part of the project, so if you gonna to add this to the pack at least ask to the artist before committing
a real legal mistake

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:09:43 No.35576585 >>35576718

>>35576395
>>35576526

>>35576506 →
happening

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:11:33 No.35576603

>>35576554
it was (basically) confirmed in the previous thread that they were making this for the pack
>>35554783 →
>>35556026 →

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:13:02 No.35576624

>>35576554
Lurk more, Nigger.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:20:08 No.35576718 >>35576842

>>35576585
Welp, if it's all true, TSP went full commie and is taking it all back. Apparently verified by raptorshy >>35576666 →

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:29:19 No.35576842

>>35576718
https://derpibooru.org/forums/meta/topics/i-ve-stepped-down-nazis-will-be-banned

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:36:13 No.35576937 >>35577016
File: Aryanne Artpack 2.jpg (2.67 MB, 4000x3000)

>>35565255
Pananovich here. Pic related is my second
contribution. I hope you like it.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:40:54 No.35576988 >>35577014 >>35577019 >>35577612
File: 50 percent final.png (2.25 MB, 1920x1440)

>>35565255
Okay, gonna call this one done
>>35575834
>>35575853
Thanks Anons, I’ve decided to change the purple to yellow for better vsibility, purple dont seem to work with green at all unless it’s
ridiculously bright thanks doc

>>35575977
>>35576147
I had to shrink the chalkboard to fit Veronika and Leslie, so I can’t really go back to original format
Ah well, at least it’s very clear now

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:42:20 No.35577014

>>35576988
You absolutely based, glorious motherfucker. This is absolutely amazing.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:42:24 No.35577016
File: 1537484166221.png (121 KB, 684x610)

>>35576937
Masterful!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)02:42:41 No.35577019

>>35576988
Ya did good, Kog, ya did good.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)03:33:41 No.35577612

>>35576988
fuckin nice work, had a feeling yellow chalk for leslie would be the one to use

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)04:20:21 No.35578054 >>35578099 >>35578521 >>35579383
File: file.png (778 KB, 1125x622)

>>35565255
i hope its not too late for a submission

also, i dont know if i wrote that correctly lmao

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)04:24:39 No.35578099

>>35578054
Seems correct to me. Looking great! Love it. Very clean art.

Also, the deadline is "until the pack is released", so you haven't missed it ^^

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)04:52:15 No.35578340 >>35578745 >>35578984 >>35579070
File: Annotation 2020-07-10 054603.png (270 KB, 1017x814)

I was on the fence about contributing (only because of low draw motivation) but I might as well try and contribute
just before the deadline.
Asking for feedback on the current concept. If you can point out mistakes or give suggestions that would be super.
Artfag tag revealed when I sign it.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)05:12:06 No.35578509

I fucking love this. Attempts to censor politically incorrect art is enuring not only its longevity, but increased viewership and relevance. The Streisand effect is still in full force it seems.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)05:13:14 No.35578521 >>35578745

>>35578054
Deadline is the 11th, iirc, with a grace period that extends into the 15th.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)05:13:31 No.35578523 >>35581943
File: 1556212695654.png (161 KB, 307x363)

>>35575625
>Aryanne ponut
THIS IS THE GREATEST REWARD, MORE
THAN EVEN GOLD!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)05:43:24 No.35578745

>>35578340
>>35578521
love her sunhat

>Hey can I have a lick?
>Buy your own, you natsoc wannabe.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:13:23 No.35578977 >>35578999

>>35565308
Requesting /mlp/ to send a gift to TSP
>>35578959 →

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:14:13 No.35578984
File: Annotation 2020-07-10 071340.png (354 KB, 922x739)

>>35578340
BG concept

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:16:54 No.35578999 >>35579028 >>35579162

>>35578977
Someone did draw something praising TSP for being a fascist.

https://derpibooru.org/images/2395067

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:21:36 No.35579028 >>35579049 >>35579056

>>35578999
Does that qualify as a gift?
Can we start calling TSP a nazi now?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:23:15 No.35579049

>>35579028
yes

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:24:37 No.35579056

>>35579028
>Can we start calling TSP a nazi now?
You didn't already?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:26:41 No.35579070 >>35579123

>>35578340
fuckin cute, whos the one with the icecream?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:34:19 No.35579123 >>35579152 >>35579205

>>35579070
A random colt I just made up.
I haven't thought of any compelling symbolic significance for him so far so he may end up just being a cute nameless pony.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:38:33 No.35579152 >>35579273
File: hitler youth.jpg (71 KB, 768x432)

>>35579123

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:40:17 No.35579162

>>35565308
Also more refined request for >>35578999

>Should have Aryanne over his shoulder saying something along the lines of: "And that's exactly how the Nazis did it. Now rev up those gas chambers, we've got wrong thinkers to ban!"

>>35579050 →

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:47:42 No.35579205 >>35579273

>>35579123
just some minor feedback i think his facial features look like a dragon. the hooked mouth and long jaw

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)06:57:18 No.35579273
File: Annotation 2020-07-10 075234.png (269 KB, 734x630)

>>35579205
Good catch

>>35579152
Jugend seems like a fun idea, but I don't wanna overdo the imagery. It's enough to have Aryanne and a ski field cap present and just leave the rest be
summer wholesomeness.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)07:02:28 No.35579296 >>35580033
File: 1578109778310.jpg (88 KB, 960x960)

Reminder for the next OP to include "Deadline of July 11th but grace period to submit until the 15th" (if that's the day we're going with). Gotta ensure it can be seen from the catalog too
for maximum visibility.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)07:15:19 No.35579383

>>35578054
>from whom it's coming.
If you're deadset on using "whom" it needs to be after the preposition.

 clopficsinthecomments 07/10/20(Fri)08:27:36 No.35579953 >>35580006 >>35580011 >>35580087 >>35580113 >>35580162

Hello gents,

Gonna be putting together a short Aryanne x human clopfic as quickly as possible to support the pack.

I know I'm not always the most popular fellow on /MLP/

(Even though I love you bastards)

But I hope this will help in this stand we all gotta take.

Hope y'all like humans being turned into stallions to dick down some hot Nazi marehood

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:35:58 No.35580006

>>35579953
Thank you, based clopfic writer.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:36:46 No.35580011 >>35580052 >>35580093

>>35579953
Just have Aryanne hold a RGRE human harem.
Make her a secret deviant who holds her men in her bondage cellar with an iron hoof in fear of them leaving and exposing her secret.
Kinky femdom shenanigans ensue.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:39:37 No.35580033

>>35579296
>15th
im such a newfag artist i might be pushing even that

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:44:12 No.35580052 >>35580058 >>35580109

>>35580011
>RGRE
Only place I usually drawfag for.

Do you think rgre would mind if I drew something Aryanne related for the thread? I'm a bit worried people would get annoyed seeing her everywhere.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:45:16 No.35580058 >>35580105

>>35580052
If it's RGRE why would they mind? It's never RGRE enough

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:50:10 No.35580087
File: erection in progress.png (492 KB, 680x581)

>>35579953
>Hope y'all like humans being turned into stallions to dick down
some hot Nazi marehood
That's precisely what I like

 clopficsinthecomments 07/10/20(Fri)08:51:10 No.35580093 >>35580137

>>35580011
I really wanted to write the idea of a human being kidnapped by a Pony mare who'd snuck in from equestria with the aim to convert the human into a stallion, mostly so I could write the feeling of having a donger transformed into a
biggol horsecock before getting shoved into a hot, tight, tunnel.

I'm basically pulling Aryanne into that idea, still maybe do a home where the human is of semitic descent (and Aryanne doesn't even know what that is in the human world), but when transformed is a white unicorn stud, because they're
just horses.

Gives me an excuse to let a Jewish fellow pay back a cute Nazi horse with a sore rear.

At this point, what I'm trying to decide is if Aryanne should get the big stallion D in human form a bit first before she turns back into pony too.

I'm thinking yes.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:53:23 No.35580105

>>35580058
You make a good point

I'll focus on something Aryanne related just for RGRE. Stay RGRE friend

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:54:07 No.35580109

>>35580052
>I'm a bit worried people would get annoyed seeing her everywhere.
Well you can tell them to switch to Derpibooru.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)08:55:23 No.35580113 >>35580137 >>35580154 >>35580158

>>35579953
>reddit spacing
thanks, bye

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:00:36 No.35580137 >>35580154

>>35580093
>horsecock mode engaged
Franziska is all about that weird science, have her conduct an experiment with Aryanne volunteering to help and a human "volunteering" to help. Writes itself.

>>35580113
In this case it's fimfic spacing. Clopfics is pretty cool, shows up here every so often to write high quality porn.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:04:55 No.35580154 >>35580164

>>35580137
Who is that? Not aware of that character but she might be handy.

>>35580113
Not sure why it spaced that way, I was typing on my phone. I don't use reddit.

I'm a bit smashed at the moment so I might have thrown in a bunch of paragraphs.

Love ya anyway fag

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:06:11 No.35580158 >>35580181 >>35580254

>>35580113
does

this

make

you

upset

?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:07:31 No.35580162

>>35579953
>Hope y'all like humans being turned into stallions to dick down some hot Nazi marehood
I can live with this.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:07:47 No.35580164 >>35580213 >>35581782
File: 1567153.jpg (129 KB, 827x931)

>>35580154
The nazi science division representative.
https://derpibooru.org/images/985172
https://derpibooru.org/images/1277292
She crazy

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:13:47 No.35580181
File: REEEEEEEE.gif (26 KB, 200x200)

>>35580158

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:19:52 No.35580213

>>35580164
Thank you, though I'm tempted to have her there to heck her potions effectiveness 'hands on'...
(Nothing like 4 eager and unskilled Nazi hands running over a massive 16 inch stallionhood)... Gonna keep it to aryanne.

But I will make reference that she got the potion from Franzy

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:27:13 No.35580254

>>35580158
im literally shaking rn

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:32:57 No.35580279

>>35574377
Mega Anon here. I'm just saving everything that isn't strictly a delivery into the other folder (WiPs go into sketches). The "Other" folder shouldn't really be included in the release but it's there for people who want some extra stuff in the
thread or whatever.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:42:47 No.35580314

Has Datte posted in a while?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)09:50:10 No.35580364 >>35581145 >>35581467

Suggestions for new OP? Should the name be changed to Marenheit?

Title: Fahreneigh 451 Art Pack

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art pack will feature Aryanne
due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.

Why the name?
Fahreneigh 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund seems to be the popular one.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/p02Ph
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35565253 (OP)

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)11:12:21 No.35580675 >>35580688

What's the difference between the deadline and the grace period?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)11:16:27 No.35580688

>>35580675
The grace period is just an extension, and I also have no idea if it's actually agreed upon or just a suggestion. Datte is probably too busy with the police artpack right now to take a direct hand, but when he returns, he'll have to weigh in
on that and other stuff (e.g. the name change).

 age3rcm !VofC1oqIWI 07/10/20(Fri)12:42:06 No.35580924 >>35581794
File: dangerous meme.gif (1.83 MB, 267x267)

>>35565255
https://u.smutty.horse/lvxupsvcluy.7z
i have noticed an annoying error on the pony wich is hard
to see until you spot it
now its fixed

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)14:18:22 No.35581145

>>35580364
>Marenheit?
yes

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)15:54:26 No.35581467

>>35580364
Put the grace period part as the first line in the OP. That way people can see it. Can keep it included further down in the FAQ as well.

Change it to Marenheit 451 though, yes

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)16:48:01 No.35581635 >>35581692 >>35581760
File: Aryanne.png (183 KB, 1010x989)

>>35565255
I haven't really drawn many ponies before but I
hope this is okay

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:01:07 No.35581692

>>35581635
Very cute

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:15:33 No.35581760
File: morebutt.png (329 KB, 720x1075)

>>35581635
looks very nice anon.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:21:03 No.35581782 >>35581803 >>35581817 >>35581824 >>35581895
File: 1478927295149.jpg (92 KB, 600x699)

>>35565253 (OP) >>35565370 >>35565410 >>35565624 >>35567718 >>35568511 >>35569876 >>35570007 >>35570353 >>35572016 >>35572861 >>35572901
>>35572981 >>35572986
>>35573095 >>35574103 >>35574659 >>35575481 >>35575773 >>35575806 >>35580164
>All these nazi ponies
The fuhrer would have sent you to aushwitz with the rest of the kikes you mentally deficit creeps
Fucking kill yourselves

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:22:35 No.35581792 >>35581799 >>35582259
File: badthings.png (1.53 MB, 1920x1080)

Another render

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:22:54 No.35581794

>>35580924
Heh, that's a good one.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:23:43 No.35581799 >>35581820
File: badthings2.png (1.5 MB, 1920x1080)

>>35581792
Textless version for >>35565255

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:24:59 No.35581803

>>35581782
No. Our Führer was an artist and possessed a good sense of humor. He would love FiM and Aryanne.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:29:55 No.35581817
File: luger.png (2.05 MB, 2611x3074)

>>35581782
>what is irony
imblying this isnt just bait

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:30:09 No.35581820

>>35581799
This is cute.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:31:19 No.35581824 >>35581887 >>35581940
File: Aryanne 1482700303511.png (530 KB, 1070x1595)

>>35581782
>mostly Heterosexual fanbase
>Pro royalty
>early season are red pilled as fuck
>Nazi fighter pilots had cartoons painted on their planes sometimes
I think we would be encourage to learn how to MG42 and Dive bomb blue pills boarderline
commies like you

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:47:47 No.35581887
File: art6.jpg (61 KB, 753x504)

>>35581824
What picture would you like me to paint on
your Junkers 88 Anon?
Luftkrieg is very popular with many cadets.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)17:48:50 No.35581895

>>35581782
(you)

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:02:36 No.35581940 >>35581968 >>35582071
File: 1526545195692-0.jpg (38 KB, 350x377)

>>35581824
>he thinks Hitler was pro royalty
holy shit Hitler must be turning in his grave right
now

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:04:33 No.35581943

>>35578523
https://youtu.be/nWTkWErdgKw [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:13:57 No.35581968 >>35582071

>>35581940
This.
Commies may argue that national socialism was just a "counter-revolutionary" movement, but it had real socialistic elements.
And Hitler despised the Kaiser!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:29:51 No.35582019 >>35582029 >>35582045
File: arnnpcfslnthbskfa0.jpg (1.76 MB, 2000x1500)

>>35565255
another quick doodle

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:32:33 No.35582029

>>35582019
Awwwww! She's adorable!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:40:26 No.35582041
File: EbuiZHSXQAALbQM.jpg (330 KB, 1429x1068)

>>35565255
From another thread, I don't know if it fits but it's
what I could manage.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:41:28 No.35582045

>>35582019
I love your art. Do you have an art account I can follow you at?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)18:50:16 No.35582071 >>35582277
File: hitler 1522525574396.jpg (478 KB, 900x675)

>>35581940
>>35581968
I havn't read mein Kampf in a while and it wasn't in english so I cannot take it word for word by memory but
>I was proud to serve in the Bavarian king's regiment
>Democracy is a whore that does not take responsability for the destruction it creates, contrarely to monarchy, who have only one leader that can be taken accountable for it's decisions, the later is honest and
should serve as a guide line.

My source: the Book Hitler wrote
Your source: Reddit

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)19:40:35 No.35582259

>>35581792
"this" should be "these"

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)19:44:20 No.35582277

>>35582071
I see what you're getting at here, but I honestly think "monarchy" was translated incorrectly. Monarchies dont owe people shit, theyre there because of blood and """"God"""" and whatever they say goes.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)19:44:21 No.35582278 >>35582291 >>35582334

So are we changing it to Marenheit or keeping it Fahreneigh?

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)19:47:59 No.35582291

>>35582278
Marenheit won in the strawpoll >>35570496 and there's been lots of support in the thread for the change, compared with relatively little for Fahreneigh. I think it's safe to change it to Marenheit 451.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)19:56:04 No.35582334 >>35582367

>>35582278
Fahreneigh sounds retarded and just bad, Marenheit is fine.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:00:47 No.35582367

>>35582334
This. Marenheight rolls off the tongue way better.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:02:02 No.35582379

NEW THREAD
>>35582366 →
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